
This is for Frau Halliburton, Patti Smith and the man that I love.  
I cheated on every assignment for two years of Honors Latin.  
Learned not a damn thing.  
The saddest part of the story is  
years later my Latin teacher was attacked by her husband with some sort of meat mallet in their kitchen after she 
asked him for a divorce 
I should've emailed, sent flowers or a card.   
I'm a failure of monstrous proportions.  
And she was a fantastic woman, though she failed to inspire in me any will to learn a long-dead language.  
I do hope she's doing well.  
I remember only one thing from Latin. A single simple quote and it's on a lot of buildings.  
I see it everywhere.  
I’m very trite for mentioning  
She was a fantastic woman and still is, I’m sure, but we watched the film Hercules three times  
in one semester.  
The quote is “Ars longa, vita brevis” 
I've been finding myself on trains and in swimming pools  
and riding ferris wheels of the mind, and on such rides I formulate lists of beliefs and demands.  
I once began a shower loving him and ended that same shower seething, I smelled like sand.  
I sing a song of selective memory.  
I was once left on a beach and that has nothing to do with him but I got so sunburnt and I saw him  
that evening, we went to hear music, my face was on fire, my arms and legs and chest  
beneath my shirt - I think the world is very very small and I've got a wish to be Robert Altman 
if Robert Altman is who I think Robert Altman is.  
Upon a moment’s reflection, I can’t say for sure if I've ever seen a Robert Altman film. 
I think we're allowed to dream of mountains and engage in loud  
conversations that are meant to be personal, into some phones within  
earshot of someone neither of us knows and straddle fire  
hydrants while offering advice we would never take ourselves - while  
wearing pink shirts with hair that doesn’t go this way or that way.  
We are allowed to wear headbands.  
I think we can perform experiments of all kinds, never stop, may wonders never cease. 
I once passed out in Honors Biology as the teacher read some passage, very graphic 
all about blood and how it goes through our bodies.  
I wet myself several times in that same desk, laughing too hard with a dear friend Emily who often made me pee. 
I never did experiments, not in high school, not anywhere. Never cut up a damn thing.  
Did I really pass out? Do I remember.  
Ah, I’ve seen Gosford Park.  
(This was supposed to be a poem about Patti Smith 
but really this is all about June.) 
Swimming pool.  
In my lungs and in my heart, I feel very deeply that we should all be allowed to suffer openly,  
and freely - and dreaming about mountains is medicine for decline.  

I believe we must go there, to some end we've not before reached, 
find a perfect cliff and off it throw our fantasies, and our wishes and dreams and our portraits of the future that we 
hold still and dear to our hearts, quiet, we must release to the wind 
an Etch-a-Sketch of dust, ash, Josh Groban-particles - 

I must not shy away from freedom, action. I must stay away from recklessness. And You must remember art is long 
but life is short. I've said our love has texture like silk, wind beneath our wings like silk. 
I just mean something soothing.


